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Art Rx
by Hrag Vartanian on June 3, 2014

This week, we make sure you know about a hair braiding workshop (social practice!), a discussion of artistic property (own!), a feminist media conference (represent!), and much more.

Nontsikelelo Mutiti: Ruka (To braid/to knit/to weave)

When: Opens Tuesday, June 3
Where: Recess (41 Grand Street, Soho, Manhattan)

Artist Nontsikelelo Mutiti will play the roles of “artist, designer, and researcher to a space for the study and practice of hair braiding.” Working with family and hair braiding professionals, Mutiti will develop an archive of material and ephemera related to hair braiding salons, creating an immersive installation in the process. The show's press release includes details for further film screenings as well as a community braiding workshop.
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